EASTERN RESEARCH BUILDING WILL BE DEDICATED MONDAY
Distinguished Scientists And Educators Will Gather At Institute
DR. COMPTON TO SPEAK
The George Eastman Research Laboratories of the Institute will be dedicated Monday, May 1, in the presence of a distinguished gathering of scientists and educators from all parts of the country.

The new great building, which takes its place in the main educational edifice of the Institute, will be devoted to advanced training and research in physics and chemistry, and many foreign students and faculty members of the Institute in these fields will return for the dedication. It was built from a fund originally provided by the late George Eastman for the Institute's research buildings, and was completed last winter. It is considered one of the most complete of its kind in the world, offering the most advanced facilities for fundamental research.

CONCERT SPONSORS TO GIVE TICKETS FOR UNIQUE IDEAS
Music Clubs Solicit Student Suggestions For Annual Spring Concert

To find a unique and original manner of holding the concert and giving tickets to the students, the management of the Tech Glee Club has announced that the usual variety boat will be completely changed before the Glee Club Triangular Tour.

The contest will be the annual meeting of Harvard and Princeton on the water across the two without a break. The plan is that the regatta be an annual affair to be held in alternate years at Cambridge and Princeton.

To Attempt To Change Time of Race
At the meeting of the Tech Glee Club and right from the Harvard Crimson, so there was being made by the Harvard authorities to change the time of the race, it was suggested that the water in the Basin would be too crowded for a satisfactory morning and meeting conditions would be more favorable to all participants. Both Harvard and Princeton authorities have agreed to the change but the difficulty of the change was brought out by the suggestion that the first-year men have had promising morning practice and that the races be held on Sunday afternoon.

NOMINATIONS
1933

1936

STUDENTS WILL ELECT CLASS OFFICERS TOMORROW; OPINION OF FRESHMAN RULES IS ASKED
FRESHMEN RULES NOT FAVORABLE BY MANY COLLEGES

Will Present Nominations for Class Officers Three Days After Presentation of Ballots

At the beginning of the week, ballots will be held today at five o'clock by the freshmen, sophomore, and junior classes. At the meetings, which are under the supervision of the election committees, the Nominees for president or vice-president managers will speak while the ballots are being cast.

The class of 1941 will meet in Room 1-190; class of 1939, in Rooms 1-304 and 1-305; class of 1936, in Rooms 1-248 and 1-249. Similar mass meetings were held to the three classes last year.

PRESIDENT WILL HEAR HARVARD PROFESSOR
Speaking before members of the Institute’s instruction staff, Dr. Hallow Davis of the Harvard Medical School will deliver an address tomorrow afternoon at 3:15 o'clock in Room 10-475. The subject of his paper will be "The Development of the Tutorial System and the General Examination in Scientific Work." He has been a leader in the movement for installing these methods in both the college and medical school.

ELECTION BALLOTS INCLUDE VOTE ON FRESHMAN RULES
Customary Class Rules Will Introduce Candidates To Students

CANDIDATES WILL SPEAK
Annual spring elections of class officers and freshmen rules will be held tomorrow in the main lobby from 3 to 5 o'clock by the George Eastman Building from 3 to 5 o'clock.

The advisability of a poll on freshmen rules was brought up at the meeting of the Institute Committee by Louis W. Pflanz, ’33, and it was decided to include the question in the spring election. According to the wording on the ballots the opinion of the undergraduates will be obtained concerning the advisability of continuing freshman rules.

Following is the question on which the undergraduates will be asked to vote:

Do you think freshman rules are necessary, or should the rules be eliminated? I. If so, would you be willing to lend your support to the enforcement of these rules? 2. If not, do you favor the freshmen To Rule at all time it stands? (The rules state that all freshmen should wear regulation ties, four-to-hand, with striped or gray stripes when on the Institute grounds from the first day of classes until the end of the rules period.) Since the vote is obtained the consensus of opinion of the undergraduates will be given to the action to the Institute Committees, according to Louis W. Pflanz, presidential chairman of the elections committee. Classes of 1935 and 1936 will elect a president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer, members of the freshman committee, and two members of the Executive Committee. The class of 1935 will choose six members of the Beaver Key Society, and the class of 1936 will elect a permanent president and secretary.

COMMUTERS ELECT FUTURE OFFICERS
Executive Committee Chooses New Heads of Commuters’ Association

Students Will Elect Class Officers Tomorrow; Opinion Of Freshman Rules Is Asked

For the first time in the history of the Commuters’ Association, a permanent president and vice-president will be elected by the members. Formerly, the Commuters’ Association has been under the control of theFreshman Key Society, and the class of 1936 will elect a permanent president and secretary.
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CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
E. L. Pratt, "36  E. Koontz, "36

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
J. F. Fisher, "34  Associate Mgr.
J. D. Gardiner, "36  W. Sheehan, "36
R. E. Underhill, "36  R. Reischt, "36
E. H. Schefehlman, "36

A HORSESHOE NAIL

In order to obtain a cross section of undergraduate opinion as to the usefulness of the freshman rules, the Institute Committees has caused a questionnaire to be placed on the election ballot. As the rules now stand freshmen are required to do little besides wearing a special form of tie. Compared with rules at other colleges where the freshmen are required to undergo all sorts of humiliations as well as restrictions of personal freedom, freshman rules at Technology are intended to be a help to the freshmen. Whether or not this is true, the freshman rules are indeed very liberal and it is not surprising that the move for a change comes from outside the freshman class. The reason is that the freshman class is made up of students who want more rules and who desire enforcement of the standards. The Institute is the group in the class which had the best year revived freshman rules in the dorms after they had been cut of existence for a number of years. Only a decisive vote on the part of the students was necessary to enact a series of new freshman rules by this group next fall.

We believe that the freshman rules can and should be beneficial to the freshmen. Only the tie rule has anything to recommend it on the basis of usefulness.

To say that any sort of humiliation under the guise of "enforcement of the rules" is beneficial to the student body is a mistaken opinion of the majority of the freshmen. The Institute Committees has side stepped the issue by putting the matter to the student body as a questionnaire instead of giving the student body a chance to decide the question definitely. It is up to the student body to decide for itself, not a committee that does action that opinion on the part of the Institute Committees will be assured.

The inflationary measures that are continuing before Congress are telling on the student body. A dollar today is worth more than it was a year ago. The student body is seeing the results of the recent legislation in the prices of things they buy. Every day they are faced with new rules and new restrictions. In one sense, the student body is being told that they are not just students, but citizens of a country. However, this is not the only form of control that the student body is subjected to. There are other institutions that are trying to control the student body, such as the government and the university. The student body is faced with a decision of whether or not to conform to these controls.

The student body is faced with a decision of whether or not to conform to these controls.

The student body is faced with a decision of whether or not to conform to these controls.
TO MUSIC

To the class at the Annual Crew Banquet.

The cup will be presented to President Karl T. Compton by Richard L. Perry, '21, president of the Senior class and representative of theinte body at a dinner on Friday night, May 12, 1916.

Princeton, Favored On Saturday

The Princeton men will be the first to meet Harvard's strength while the Harvard men have already been beaten. All will open the season at Princeton registrar by letter on Wednesday, with which Navy administered to Technology lowers what fills chances while the latter has filled this week's bugle. It seems a question to which the new bugle will be a close question. At can't be answered for the first two years of Physical Chemistry.
CALENDARTuesday, April 25

4:00 P.M.—M.I.T. A. Meeting, North Hall, Walker Memorial.
5:00 P.M.—Open Forum, Faculty Dining Room, Walker Memorial.
6:30 P.M.—Scabbard and Blade Dinner and Meeting, Faculty Dining Room, Walker Memorial.
7:00 P.M.—Luncheon of Students in the Class of 1935, Walker Memorial.
8:00 P.M.—International Club Meeting, Hotel Commonwealth, Boston.
9:00 P.M.—Bleachers Rehearsal, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.
10:00 P.M.—North America Rehearsal, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.

THE TECH

Open Forum

To the Editor of THE TECH:

I am writing in reference to a letter written by me in the last issue. Since that issue, Mr. F. L. F. has been appointed as the new Editor of THE TECH. I am writing in response to his statement that he does not propose to publish any advertisements or announcements of organizations or individuals in THE TECH.

I would like to point out that letters are written in the hope that they will appear in THE TECH, and only those letters will appear in THE TECH that are written by the students themselves.

To the Editor of THE TECH:

I have been a member of the class of '35 for six years, and I am writing in response to the statement made by Mr. F. L. F. in his last issue. I believe that this letter is evidence that the students of the class of '35 are not as unified in their opinions as Mr. F. L. F. suggests.

The Open House Committee Requests Student Aid

In view of the fact that May 6, the date of our Open House, is less than two weeks away, it is the desire of the committee in charge to get everything in readiness for this affair.

Its success depends on the support and cooperation of each and every student. To put this across correctly will reflect upon the school and yourself. You may help by volunteering some of your time or services to the committees or department heads.

(Signed)

The Open House Committee

Tuesday, April 25, 19

CALIFORNIA TOBACCO SOCIETY TO HEAR PRIZE PAPER

Papers competing for the Straus Prizes will be presented at the meeting of the California Botanical Society, Thursday, April 27. The meeting will be held at 8 o'clock in Room 10-250.

BEAVER KEY ELECT FIRST WEEK IN MAY

Election of officers for the Beaver Key Society will take place the first week in May. A list of men nominated by the executive committee will be posted in the Athletic Association office tomorrow.

Walton Lunch Co.

Morning, Noon and Night
You will find All Tech at 78 Massachusetts Avenue
CAMBRIDGE

QUICK SERVICE
APPELLITNG FOOD
POPULAR PRICES
QUALITY FIRST
ALWAYS
That's Walton's
1933 Northampton Street, Northampton, Mass.